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A word from our Chairman
I write to you as the Chairman of a performance-driven, dynamic and responsive
racing club.

I have been a lifelong follower of racing, both as an

raised $8,933.50. I was chuffed to see Steve Lines

owner and participant, and I love challenging our

present the cheque to our jockeys attending on Jewel

team from those perspectives. To me, our raceclub

Raceday. Special thanks goes to the attendees on the

will never reach its full capabilities as it always has

Calcutta night for helping us make an impact.

opportunities to expand and change alongside
economical and demographical demand. We are not

How great is the incentive made by Racing

feared by social changes and we capitalise on it.

Queensland to give back to the racing industry if you

We witnessed a sparkling raceday in the Jewel. We

You get the best local people to train your horses

all share a thrill when we see magnificent horses

and get to win double the prize money… It shows

rush down the straight but add to that the dramatic

that Racing Queensland are helping to build our

effects of rain gushing across the track and crowds

Owners population by offering a cost effective lifestyle

cheering despite the pour down. It was fantastic to

experience appropriate for the money you’re putting

see The Odyssey win for trainer Kelly Schweida in

in. I can see this scheme slowly but surely building up

the main 2 year old race. Even more fantastic for

and am proud to support it by hosting a million dollar

Owner Darren Wilson from Wilpak Meats. Darren is

QTIS raceday. I very much hope to see QTIS races

a major supporter, member and sponsor of Racing

appear on more of our Feature Raceday cards.

and the Club for many years. Good on you Darren!
The reactions from The Odyssey’s other owners was
priceless and a real treat for Janelle Whalley whose
son in law to be Jimmy Orman rode.

have your horse trained and bred in your home state?

I hope you continue to read about the club and the main
article in this edition- the Heineken Gold Coast Cup. As
mentioned by Steve Lines, the day is shaping up to deliver
an experience that is nothing short of extraordinary.

I shared the day with many of the Queensland Racing
Industry leaders, the regular race goers and the first
time visitors. It was a great opportunity to show the big
guns how successful our club is and give them even
more of a reason to support us. Our track is central to
our renowned liveability and one of the underpinnings
of our robust economy and rapidly growing
population. We are part of an industry that makes a
very substantial contribution to the local economy.
One of our recent contributions was made to the

Brett Cook
Chairman

National Jockeys Trust. At the 2YO TAB Calcutta, we
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Opening Message
With three Magic Millions racedays now under the belt of our CEO Steve Lines,
this year has been acknowledged as THE best Magic Millions.
“With a rap like that, we have set ourselves a new bar

Plenty will be happening on and off the track, with one

to reach. Whilst the majority of prize money was taken

lucky winner also taking home an international trip to

by interstate performers, some Queensland based

Amsterdam for 2 people! Fashions on the Field and

participants ensured the home state received its piece.

Gold Coast Harley Davidson sponsoring the Bat Out

The topping on the cake was seeing our local King of

Of Hell 900m where the winning trainer will ride away

the Coast, Dan Griffin secure a fantastic win. We will

with a brand new Harley Davidson.

be building on this and taking Magic Millions 2020 to
the next level. Enquiries regarding packages to this
raceday have exploded so watch this space as we
begin to craft Queensland's Richest Raceday for 2020.

We hope to see many of you throughout the
restaurants and Members areas in May for ‘our’ Gold
Coast Cup.

WHAT IS NEXT?
Heineken Gold Coast Cup and Winter is only around
the corner! Racing Queensland have recently
announced prizemoney surges of $1.7 million which
includes a long awaited prizemoney increase to
the A.D Hollindale Stakes on Gold Coast Cup Day.
The club has grand ambitions to upgrade the race
to Group 1 status, and the increase in prizemoney
from $358,000 to $500,000 supported by TAB,
will attract some of Australia’s top weight-for-age
performers which will only escalate the credentials
of the race. With two listed races, the Group 3 Ken
Russell Memorial, another Group 3 GC Guineas, and a
massive Group 2 A.D Hollindale Stakes; the Heineken
Gold Coast Cup Day amounts over $1.4 Million in

Steve Lines
CEO

prize money.”
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Members to Watch
We have, by any definition, remarkable members who support our club

and attend throughout the year. Some who have tradition embedded in
their family and newcomers who recognise the excitement of racing.
We introduce our members of the moment:
RENEE INNES AND BEAU ZORKO
Renee and I thoroughly enjoy our days at the races and do our best to make the most of
the Spring and Summer racing carnivals. Both of our grandfathers were avid racegoers
and well known by the GCTC fraternity, so it is a family tradition that we wish to continue.
Our family are always greeted with a smile by Turf Club staff and fellow Members,
and the events we have attended in our time have been well organized, well-staffed
and entertaining. We look forward to many more years as Members of the Club and
passing this tradition on to our children.
As we live on the Gold Coast we love nothing more than having the opportunity
to dress up and coordinate our outfits. It has now become a new hobby and
passion to compete in FOTF. It is always an amazingly well run event with very
generous prices donated by dedicated and honoured sponsors.
The planning is already starting for the Gold Coast Cup in May. I can’t wait
to check out all the glamour and know that it will be another perfectly run
event. PS Hanging out for a Best Family category!

OLIVIA COATES
@oliviaaacoates

As an active Member in the thoroughbred industry with a great
love for all things racing (including the fashion), and a Gold
Coast resident, joining Gold Coast Turf Club was an easy
decision. My first meeting as a Member was the Magic Millions
Race Day and what a day it was! The atmosphere and class
of horse racing on this day was second to none. The staff at
the turf club were exceptionally helpful in guiding myself
and my guests through to each area with smiles on their
faces. I love the fact that after the racing had finished we
were able to walk across the road to the sales complex
where we watched the next generation of future track
stars go through the sale ring. The Magic Millions
Carnival in January is possibly one of my favourite
racing carnivals!
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Upcoming Racedays
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13

8	Independent Liquor Group

8

6	Aquis Park Raceday
Tradelink Raceday

20	Aquis Park Raceday
27	Betting Only

4
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Heineken Gold Coast Cup
Raceday

Total Tools Raceday
Cetnaj Raceday

Midweek Raceday
Coca-Cola Amatil
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Spectrum Transport Raceday
Cordner Advisory Raceday

15	Langs Building Supplies
22
29

Raceday

Aquis Park Raceday

Coastal Tipper Hire Raceday

SPONSOR YOUR OWN RACE OR RACEDAY!
Email info@gctc.com.au for more information.
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Aquis Jewel A Sensational Success
WHAT IS QTIS AND THE JEWEL
RACEDAY?

PRIZE MONEY

QTIS is the Queensland Thoroughbred Investment

prizemoney increases for the Gold Coast Feature

Scheme. When a Queensland based stallion covers a

races. The A.D Hollindale is a prestigious race held on

mare of any background, the foal that is produced is

the GCTC’s Gold Coast Cup day which has received

eligible to be registered as a QTIS foal. The Breeders

an enormous boost to its prize money offering. It is

pay a certain fee that registers that horse as a

not the only race to receive prizemoney increases this

Queensland Bred Thoroughbred and the successful

year at the GCTC. Both the QTIS Jewel and the Gold

owners of that horse pay a second fee to maintain

Coast Cup races have received significant increases

the registration if they chose to. If that horse goes on

from club sponsors Aquis and TAB, with the 2yo Jewel

to race a percentage of its earned prize money goes

increasing to $500,000 and the 3yo to $250,000. The

to the original breeder and the owners. A horse can

Aquis Jewel raceday on March 16 was worth $1.5

easily ‘win back’ its registration fees within its first run

million in stakes and for the first time double first place

by just securing a place.

prizemoney will be on offer for any QTIS nominated

From a Members point of view, QTIS is great as its
main aim is to encourage a good quality of racehorse
to remain in Queensland and race on our local tracks.

Racing Queensland has announced significant

winners in the supporting races. We cannot wait to see
what standard of raceday is presented to our guests
and members in 2020.

Added bonuses are distributed to the industry to then
re-use in the breeding and production of new good
quality horses. Not only does this provide a better
standard of racing to view, but results in larger field
entries, a return into the racing economy and security
for our racing future.
The Jewel Raceday hosts the largest QTIS race for
prizemoney. At $500,000 for the main 2 year old
race, the incentives are huge for participants all over
Queensland.

HOW TO ENTER THE QTIS RACEDAY?
Horses can be entered that have not qualified but
will be required to pay an entry fee. Five QTIS Jewel
Qualifier racedays took place across Queensland in
the lead up to the big raceday. Should a registered
horse win any of the races on these racedays, the
standard of winner’s prizemoney for this race will be
doubled plus standard QTIS bonuses. The winner
of this race, so long as otherwise eligible, shall be
granted exempt free status from the ballot for the
same race to be conducted at the Gold Coast TC on
Saturday March 16th 2019.
Members may see a wealth of horses that are trained
from far and wide bringing a plenty of grit and
competition with them.
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Dining at Aquis Park

THE SKYLINE RESTAURANT
We do not want our members to miss out on

any race day action. Indulge in our 5 star Skyline
restaurant where members and their guests

will be spoilt with unrivalled live entertainment,

breathtaking views of the racecourse and the Gold
Coast skyline. We could continue to rant and rave

"Overall had a GREAT DAY. Food was great
and it was great to be able to choose your
own meal."
– Phil M

"You have great staff and great service. Your
club is amazing. We have had a fantastic
day. Thank you!"
– Tracey

about our prestigious restaurant or we can let the
Members do the talking for us:

"Absolutely fantastic service and
unbelievable food."
– Danny Wilson

"First experience dining in the restauranteverything was great! Couldn’t have picked
better staff myself."
– Matthew Bell

For $110pp or $93.50 for our valued members on a standard raceday, guests can enjoy four courses
consisting of an amuse on arrival, and a variety of starters, delicious mains to choose from. To finishtiered dessert stand consisting of French pastries and dishes with a cheese plate.

10
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SATURDAY

SEAFOOD
BUFFET

WITH HOT DISHES & SALADS

$69
PER PERSON

15% DISCOUNT
FOR GCTC
MEMBERS

OFFER ENDS 30 JUNE 2019

THE GALLERY RESTAURANT
The most obvious benefits from a Buffet Restaurant

"Amazing value for money. Great food in a
great venue!"

is the unlimited food on offer, the variety of dishes

– Suzanne

is set where guests can choose to start any course at

"Great value. Excellent trackside location.
Good service, especially drinks & clean up."

to choose from and the relaxed environment that it
any time.

Our Gallery Restaurants Seafood buffet prides itself
on serving healthy, fresh produce that is sourced

– Brittany

locally. It is ‘o-fish-ally’ the best priced Seafood

"Staff were extremely friendly, very
welcoming and service was exceptional."

to sink your jaws into. No other restaurant along

– Wayne

Buffet on the Gold Coast with more than just food
the sunshine state provides 5 hours of live sporting

entertainment, reserved seating and so- fish-ticated

food to accompany it. A combination of hot and cold
ocean dishes are available and if seafood isn’t your
catch, a roast and vegetarian option is always on
offer.

Give it a try while you can, you will be hooked!
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Golden Slipper
Challenge
The Gold Coast Turf Club and the Australian

Turf Club have been building their relationship
with the hope of being able to enhance the
reciprocal privileges for Members.

Recently, the ATC Golden Slipper trophy toured the Gold Coast
Turf Club on Aquis Ladies Raceday. The 24 carat gold plated
comfort shoe was on show for all members and was paraded
through the Mounting Enclosure. Apprentice Jockey, Jag
Guthmann-Chester was only delighted to hold the trophy
while perched on our Clerk of the Course Horse Smokey.

SO WHAT WAS THE CHALLENGE?
For the month of February, we launched our Golden
Slipper Challenge which was an opportunity for ten
members to win two of twenty tickets to the Members
Reserve at Rosehill Gardens on the 2019 Longines
Golden Slipper Raceday. We invited all members to
attend each of our racedays operating throughout
February. Out of these attendees, ten lucky
members were drawn from the automated barrel.
Congratulations to them all!
This is the second year that the ATC and
GCTC have worked in partnership for our
big racedays. In 2018, ten of our members
were the first to be sent to Rosehill Gardens
to experience Sydney’s pinnacle event. It
is great to look back on their photos as
we anticipate the excitement the 2019
draft of members will experience. With
Dubious and Exhilerates to come
face to face again, it is set to be the
ultimate raceday.

12
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Winx Watch
She is the horse of many decades. Compared with Roger Federer, a mature

competitor who continues at a high level. No racehorse can avoid comparison
with its peers. But four-time Cox Plate winner Winx seemingly has no peers.
“Just a supreme athlete”

Some athletes flare brightly and flame out. Not winx.

She has secured 35 wins, a cool 23 at group 1 level,

set by the merely excellent. The Queen Elizabeth

7 year old Winx is preparing for what may be her
last preparation in racing. After two trials, and two
superb wins, trainer Chris Waller persists that like last
preparation, “it’s one race at a time”.
With that being said, the mighty mare is scheduled

She has improved with age, smashing standards
Stakes may be her very last run and we are very much
delighted to see her compete on her home track in
Sydney. We urge all members to don their Winx caps
during her runs and anything Blue in homage of her
great performances.

to appear at Randwick for her third Queen Elizabeth
Stakes race and to take home the $4,000,000 prize
money. What makes her appearances even more
spectacular is her relaxed attitude and knowing what
to do.
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THE
HEINEKEN
GOLD COAST
CUP
The Heineken Gold Coast Cup serves as one

of the feature events of the Queensland racing

season, hosting a stellar program of live racing
with over a million dollars in prize money.

Traditionally this raceday is hosted on the first weekend of May each
year. Exclusive dining packages unravel some of the best tantalising
food offerings accompanied by the most exhilarating racing
experiences of the state.
The Gold Coast’s favourite racing carnival event is back on May 4th
2019, held annually at Aquis Park Gold Coast, the highly-anticipated
Heineken Gold Coast Cup promises to draw impressive crowds to
the Coast’s premier destination for racing enthusiasts.
As one of the feature events that officially launches the Queensland
Winter Racing Carnival, plus increased prize money to over $1.7
million dollars, this raceday is set to be golden! 2019 will see the
Heineken Gold Coast Cup revert back to a pure stayers race for the
first time in over a decade, adding another top quality race for the
long distance purists (2400m). An added incentive on the Bat Out
Of Hell 900m sprint, where the winning trainer will again ‘Win One
Hell of a Ride’ and take home a brand new Harley-Davidson®.
The Fashions stakes will also be high with a new Fashions On The
Lawn precinct, where attendees dress in their race-day finest with
tailored suits for the men and colourful dresses, hats and fascinators
for the ladies. New dress standards will apply, watch out for
upcoming details on the next Fashions on the Field.
Exclusive dining packages are available in the Skyline or Gallery
Restaurants, Canary Bar will bring The Dome to next level and the
Heineken Lawn Party will be the place to be seen! Members received
first access to the Heineken Gold Coast Cup packages prior to the
general public so book them now while you can.
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HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

PACKAGES
HEINEKEN LAWN PARTY | $69.00PP

GALLERY RESTAURANT

•	Entry to the racecourse & VIP entrance to the

MEMBERS $127.50PP
NON-MEMBERS $150.00pp

Heineken Lawn Party
•	Grazing menu (hot & cold) provided throughout
the day
•	Complimentary Heineken or sparkling wine
on arrival
•	Exclusive outdoor area with seating and umbrellas
•	Entertainment
•	Home straight and winning post views
•	TAB betting van access
•	VIP luxury toilet facilities

SIX
TABLES
LEFT

• Entry to the racecourse & Members Level 2
• Reserved table with plasma TV
• Racebook
• Deluxe Seafood Buffet with Dessert
• Select Beverage package from 11:30am – 5:30pm

SKYLINE RESTAURANT
MEMBERS $229.50PP | NON-MEMBERS $270.00PP

•	Prizes and giveaways

•	Access to members car park

•	Live entertainment

•	Entry to the racecourse & Members Level 2
•	Reserved table with plasma TV

We are excited to continue the new ‘The Lawn Party’
series which kicked off on Jewel Raceday, March
16. For $69pp you will enjoy entry into ‘The Lawn
Party’ precinct- Grazing menu and a complimentary
Heineken or sparkling wine on arrival.
Executive Chef, Ben Sidebotham’s showcase of
hot and cold food provides a greater consistency

• Five (5) course set menu
•	Premium beverage package including French
champagne and basic spirits from 11:30am –
5:30pm
• Racebook
Please note only full tables of 2, 4, 6, or 8+ are
available for sale, part tables will not be sold.

amongst a select array of dishes. Guests are ensured
to receive ‘good value for money’ as they receive
an all-round eating and entertaining experience. To
coincide with the small hits of racing excitement,
intermittent flows of concentrated flavours will roam
the precinct.
During food and racing intervals, guests can relax
with lawn games or enter into one of our several
amazing prize draws!

THE DOME – CANARY BAR
MEMBERS $178.50PP
NON-MEMBERS $210.00PP

SELLING
FAST

• Entry to racecourse
• The Dome Canary Bar Experience
• Racebook
• Walk Talk and Fork Menu
•	Six (6) hour premium beverage package including
basic spirits from 11:30 am – 5:30pm “including
Veuve Clicquot Cocktail hour”

16
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HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

PROGRAM OF RACES
RACE

CLASS

PRIZES

DISTANCE

Benchmark Handicap 75

Benchmark Handicap

$70,000

1800 metres

Gold Coast Bracelet 3YO

Listed

$125,000 + trophies

1400 metres

Australian Turf Club Trophy

Listed

$125,000 + trophies

1400 metres

Heineken Gold Coast Cup

Open Quality

$125,000 + trophies

2400 metres

TAB Ken Russell Memorial

Group 3

$140,000 + trophies

1200 metres

Bat out of Hell

Open Quality

$105,000 + Harley Davidson
and Trophies

900 metres

Brandons GC Guineas

Group 3

$140,000 + trophies

1200 metres

TAB A.D Hollindale Stakes

Group 2

$500,000 + trophies

1800 metres

Attwood Marshall Silk Stocking

Group Listed

$150,000 + trophies

1200 metres

HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

LAST YEAR’S WINNERS
RACE

HORSE

ODDS

TRAINER

JOCKEY

Benchmark Handicap 75

Denbern

$4.20

Scott Morrisey

Ryan Wiggins

Benchmark Handicap 85

Tyzone

$3.80

Toby Edmonds

Jeff Lloyd

Class 6 Plate

Divine Unicorn

$7.50

Matthew Dunn

Jeff Lloyd

Gold Coast Cup

Dreams Aplenty

$5.50

John Zielke

Tegan Harrison

Ken Russell Memorial

Sesar

$16.00

Steven O’Dea

Brad Pengelly

Bat out of Hell

Guard of Honour

$2.70

Kris Lees

Damian Browne

GC Guineas

Champagne Cuddles

$3.40

Bjorn Baker

Corey Brown

A.D Hollindale Stakes

Oregans Day

$6.00

Mick Price

Jim Byrne

Silk Stocking

Anatola

$3.40

Mark Newnham

Robbie Fradd
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HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

HALL OF FAME
 he Gold Coast Cup Day is highly
T
recognised amongst the racing
community as the starting place for
many successful athletes and a day
that some return to, to reminisce and
compete in a relaxed environment.

mind if James returned to the Coast to contend the
other riders and achieve a higher tally.
Another Jockey turned Trainer, Chris Munce, has had
more than his share of success. In both 2011 and
2012 he took home the winning jockey title. With his
training career reaching incredible new heights after
winning the $2 million 3yo Magic Millions Guineas in
January, we very much hope to see him train a Gold

The jockeys participate in a heartfelt Jockeys

Coast Cup Day winner.

Challenge which is nothing more than friendly rivalry
amongst sportsmen and women. The successor
is awarded by mounting their name on a modest
plaque in the Gold Coast Turf Club Hall of Fame. How
to succeed? Simply win or place in as many races on
the day as possible. The group races are awarded
higher points than the benchmark and listed races.
Recognition can afford a Jockey a wealth of options
when building their career which goes without saying
when you look at our previous year’s winners and

Although it has been a year since 2017 winning jock,
Hugh Bowman visited us on Gold Coast Cup day,
we will forgive him sincerely as he has been quite
busy travelling the globe after being crowned the
world’s best jockey last year.Congratulations to all of
our previous winners and we are very much looking
forward to seeing what famous faces will visit our track
this year and have their names marked in history.

where they are in the world now.
Frontrunners like Glenn Colless, Blake Shinn and
Kerrin McEvoy have each notched a Melbourne Cup
win on their belts.
The recent winners of the 2019 Magic Millions 2YO
Classics, Godolphin, have a strong affiliation with the
Gold Coast track. We were delighted to welcome
back Hall of Fame jockey Darren Beadman as their
Assistant Trainer in 2017. Darren was a successful
jockey who turned his interests towards working
horses from the ground. He secured the title of Gold
Coast Cup winning jockey in 2007 which greatly
enhanced his ability to instruct his riders to victory
with ‘It’s Somewhat’ ten years later.
James McDonald is an additional face that is familiar
to Godolphin who frequented the Gold Coast track
early in his career and became one of the youngest
jocks to have his name etched on our plaque. With a
mere 11 points awarding him the title, we wouldn’t

18
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HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

FASHIONS ON
THE FIELD
The Gold Coast’s favourite racing carnival

event is back for 2019, held annually at Aquis
Park Gold Coast, the highly-anticipated

Heineken Gold Coast Cup promises to draw
impressive crowds to the Coast’s premier
destination for racing enthusiasts.

Please fill in the online application to enter

www.gctc.com.au/raceday/fashions-on-the-field/

Sponsored by:
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HEINEKEN GOLD COAST CUP 2019

JUDGING CRITERIA
FASHIONS ON THE FIELD BEST DRESSED
FEMALE. WINNER & RUNNER UP

FASHIONS ON THE FIELD BEST
DRESSED NEWBIE (MALE & FEMALE)

The Gold Coast Cup is Aquis Park’s Gold Coast Turf

This category is new to the Gold Coast Cup and is

Club feature raceday; the fashions are all about

to encourage new entrants. We’d love you to feel

elegance and style! This category reflects the spirit of

welcome and join the fun. There is a special prize

the raceday and will be judged on:

(raffle style) on offer to everyone who enters.

•	Originality

FEMALE

•	Concept of design coordination
•	Colour and style
•	Standard and appropriate hem lengths
•	No visible cleavage or under garments
•	No mid drifts, playsuits or cut outs
•	Dressing to raceday standards.
•	Attention to detail.

FASHIONS ON THE FIELD BEST
DRESSED MALE. WINNER & RUNNER UP
Will be judged on:
• Originality
• Concept of design coordination
• Colour and style
• Standard hem lengths
• Tailored suits
•	Attention to detail with accessorising e.g. cufflinks,
handkerchief, lapel flower, hat, dress shoes.
• Dressing to raceday standards.
• Grooming and deportment

• Originality
• Concept of design coordination
• Colour & style
• Standard hem lengths
• No visible cleavage or under garments
• No mid drifts or playsuits

MALE
• Concept of design coordination
• Colour & style
• Standard hem lengths
• Tailored suits
•	Attention to detail with accessorising e.g. cufflinks,
handkerchief, lapel flower, hat, dress shoes.

FASHIONS ON THE FIELD BEST
DRESSED COUPLE
This category reflects the spirit of the raceday and is
open to any couples or pairs. Best dressed couples
could be judged on but is not limited to;
•	Race wear styled for the season - Stylish, upmarket
attire - Standard hem lengths - No visible cleavage

FASHIONS ON THE FIELD BEST
DRESSED FEMALE HEADWEAR
Headwear is essential and will be judged on;

or under garments - Tailored suits with accessories
and dress shoes - Matching accessories are
encouraged - No children or pets as accessories
Please note for all category the judges will take

•	Headwear styled for the season (no straw)

into account the appropriateness of outfit for the

•	Wearability

individual (women must wear headwear) climate/

•	Coordination with your outfit
•	Design and style

season and raceday. **Please ensure that outfit follow
all dress regulations as outlined on GCTC website.

•	Originality

20
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DO YOU HAVE THE FASTEST
HORSE IN AUSTRALIA?
The winning trainer of the May 4
Gold Coast Harley-Davidson® Bat Out of Hell 900m Sprint
will ride away with a brand-new Harley-Davidson®.
This year’s Heineken Gold Coast Cup is raising the bar for Australia’s
racing community. A metropolitan meeting of nine races, the Heineken
Gold Coast Cup is one of the feature events of the Queensland Winter
Racing Carnival. Now boasting over $1.4 million dollars in prize money
and featuring the prestigious $500,000 TAB A.D. Hollindale Stakes
(group 2), plus a brand-new Harley-Davidson for the Bat out of Hell
900m Sprint – it’s not an event to be missed.

For full details and prize conditions visit www.gctc.com.au/records/incentives
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GCTC Premierships Beginning
To Heat Up
JOCKEYS

TRAINERS

The big three Gold Coast jockeys are locked in a tight

It’s not only the jockeys who are locked in a tight

battle for the premiership leading up to the halfway
mark in the 2018/19 racing season. As It currently
stands, Ryan Plumb is on top with 25 winners with Dan
Griffin in a close second on 23 and Luke Dittman in
third on 21.

battle for the Premiership, with the trainers also going
head to head in the battle for first place. 2015/16
winner Toby Edmonds leads the way alongside Tony
Gollan on 15 firsts, followed by Chris Waller with
13 winners and Michael Costa on 11. Michael has

It has been a remarkable comeback from Griffin, he
feared that his career could be over after breaking his
C5 vertebrae on May 19 last year after the Chris Waller
trainer Lilakai reared in the barriers and sent him into
the steel frame. Since his comeback in December, the
8 time Gold Coast Jockeys Premiership winner has
been flying, riding 23 winners and 35 placings with an
18.7% strike rate at his home track on the Gold Coast.
However, it’s the younger jockeys Plumb and Dittman
that are attempting to stride clear of Griffin on top of
the ladder. Both have previously won a premiership
here on the Coast, with Ryan winning last year’s

started the season with a bang. His winning strike
rate on his home track is currently 23.4% and his
place percentage 40.4%. In his second full season
training on the Gold Coast, Michael made a bold
move of selling off a third of his stable in August and
replaced them with 20 new thoroughbreds. And so
far in 2018/19 the move is paying dividends. With the
experience of Gollan and Edmonds plus the vision
and drive of Costa, expect that the 2018/19 trainer’s
premiership will be a close finish when they hit the
line in July.
TRAINER

TALLY

Toby Edmonds

15

taking the title in 2014/15. Both riders will no doubt

Tony Gollan

15

be looking over their shoulder for the experienced

Chris Waller

12

Griffin, who will be looking to take advantage of a

Michael Costa

11

lighter riding weight than his younger competitors to

Gillian Heinrich & Ben Rogers

10

secure a 9th title.

Les Kelly

10

Chris Munce

9

Chris Anderson

8

Matthew Dunn

8

Gary Doughty, Helen Page, Kelly Schweida, Scott Morrisey

7

premiership by a staggering 23 winners and Luke

JOCKEY

TALLY

Ryan Plumb

25

Daniel Griffin

23

Luke Dittman

21

Jason Taylor

12

Glen Colless

11

Nathan Day

11

Alannah Fancourt

10

Luke Rolls

9

Paul Hammersley

9

Scott Galloway

9

*Gold Coast Turf Club Racing Awards Night will deliver the
awards to Trainer and Jockey of the year in August. Members
receive first access to all packages, stay tuned for release dates.

QUEENSLAND WINTER CARNIVAL
PRIZEMONEY UPGRADES
Racing Queensland have recently announced Prizemoney
increases of $1.7 million which includes a long awaited

prizemoney increase to the A.D Hollindale Stakes on Gold
Coast Cup Day. The club has grand ambitions to upgrade

the race to Group 1 status, and the increase in prizemoney
from $358,000 to $500,000 will attract some of Australia’s

top weight-for-age performers which will only increase the
credentials of the race.
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Membership Renewals
You can now renew your membership for the

2019/20 race season. Renewing your membership
in time gives you full use of your membership

cards. Expect to see your renewal notices arriving
in May.

Members who renew prior to June 30th in time for the new race
season will also be entered into a draw to win an afternoon for
you and 9 friends in the Directors Lounge.
RENEWALS CLOSE ON THE 31st OF AUGUST.
Did you refer a friend to join throughout the year? If a friend
uses your name as their proposer and joins for the full
subscription fee, your account is credited with $50. This
credit can be used towards renewals each year. Please ask
one of our friendly staff members if you have a credit.
Want to receive more credits on your account?
Simply refer more friends to join.

MEMBERSHIP POINTS
After two years of rolling over your points, you
now have until the end of June 30th to use up
to 2 years’ worth of points built up on your
membership account.
$1 = 4 points

Each point is worth 0.01 cent
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